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Can A President Negotiate a Treaty To End The Bill of Rights?

To what depth has the US sunk that a question such as my title could be taken serious-
ly—as is the case. Regarding the national landscape, what changes and behaviors are 
creating circumstances for the Constitution/Bill of Rights to be abandoned/nullified? 

A simple question: Are we willing to cede our individual rights to a group of unelected 
bureaucrats—or a despot? No matter your political persuasion (or lack of), this is the 
germane question for 2023—a looming unknown that we soon will have to reckon with.

A newly-minted WHO treaty hopes to accomplish what 'Klaus and his little Schwabs' 
have labored towards: complete takeover of the minds and bodies of all humanity. To 
that end the WHO has repurposed a draft treaty that not long ago read something like 
the Bill of Rights—with emphasis on the freedom of the individual. But, the latest draft 
reads like 'coffee table' literature found in the Karl Marx Reading Room at any exclu-
sive Ivy League college for 'white kids only'—"Taught To Hate U". Individual rights 
guarantees have given way to 'collective equity'—actionable towards 'the good of all'.

A document reportedly replete with 'undefined terms': 'terrorism', 'misinformation', 
'pandemic'—left to the 'head bureaucrat' to define. And, though they swear to not mis-
use power—this recalls 'comic book' back pages: 'Can you find the 9 hidden tyrants?'.

Ideologues can't be argued with or displaced with a counter ideology—ideology is 
shaped by 'discursive' emotions, not by fact. Calling up my 'simple question': Are we 
willing to cede our individual rights to a group of unelected bureaucrats—or a despot?

Can the 'collective' pull this off? The simple answer is, if we lose focus—yes. What 
they first will do (knowing they need 2/3rds of the Senate), is put this treaty forward as 
an addendum to an existing treaty, which it is not—this treaty nullifies the Constitution.

Bringing us to a question of whether or not a president (with or without the Con-
gress), can give our rights over to a global WHO that will have the power to decide 
'everything' about our lives? No matter what the 'geeks' at Harvard (or wherever) tell 
us, there is no constitutional provision to give away the rights of American citizens. Ar-
ticle 2 gives the president the power to negotiate treaties—which must then be passed 
by 2/3rds of the Senate. This lunacy has nothing to do with treaties—this is slavery.

Elite lunacy found in the 'twitter dumps' is more heinous and pervasive than even 
'conspired'. And it's everywhere (my last article looked at it in Pharma). We see orga-
nized parents (along with lawsuits—ICAN), going after school boards for pushing kids 



toward sexual transition and self-hatred. And, at the college level it's even worse.
Across the country, at colleges and universities, ideologues have either taken over or 

gained footholds—throughout. For a long time, through graduate school, I entertained 
the idea of teaching at the 'junior college' level until I butted-heads with a 'commie prof' 
whose hero was Mao. My term paper analyzed Mao's childhood as having shaped his 
views. She failed me—the school went into an uproar—and I reassessed my future.

Now is then—X100. Those 'button-down, go along with the program 'mid-wits' I went 
to school with became college professors, despots hellbent on disallowing discussion, 
and questioners—in favor of 'ideological collectivism'. They deal with Ron DeSantis 
disallowing 'wok-ism' to be taught to kids, by disregarding the law (as have 12 states, 
disregarded the Supreme Court's reaffirmation of the 2nd Amendment). Professors, 
with assumed  'woke' student support, cling to an ongoing mission—to cancel curiosity.

Biden and the 'left' are fully signed on to the 'globalist' agenda—requiring that citi-
zens engage in an all-out 'battle' against 'collective equity'. In 2023, we need to be pre-
pared for the unspeakable—a 1930's Berlin brought to a street near you. At the college 
level, students not following dictates, are now 'turned-in' as 'extreme' and reportedly 
visited in dorm rooms by the FBI—to determine if they pose a danger. This kind of thing 
existed in the past but not to this extent—back when a Bill of Rights was not 'extreme'. 

A reader reflected on my writings: "Have you thought about your own musings and 
what happens when the mill starts grinding smaller grist?" How would I deal with a 
knock on the door from a couple of FBI agents? It's a question I don't want to dwell on 
but one I've thought through. We need to deal with our fear of authorities now—be-
cause we may have to deal with them later. Do we stand up for ourselves or do we 
submit? As Westerners, we've lived in comparative safety for decades but those days 
are gone. Now, writing/reading articles may bring 'rogue agency' agents—with guns.

It's a common meme that the Constitution won't protect us—but it has. We are 
armed—but are we dangerous to those who disregard an oath to the Constitution and 
come after us because we insist on our constitutional rights? Do we insist they have a 
warrant before entering our home? Do we draw the line at 'vaccine' CO2 passports?

When the decision has been made to not submit to tyranny, knowing that possibili-
ties may become livelihoods, fear subsides, and we can focus for important decisions.

Assuming you have taken care of arming yourself and stored food, its vital to think 
about your dollars. The dollar (as with 'vaccines'), has been weaponized to where its 
basis as the reserve currency functions on 'duress and necessity'. Loans are in dollars 
so, for now, the world needs dollars, but limits involvement—while dedollarizing, ASAP. 

Look what happened to Russia's reserves: the rest of the world sees that and knows 
it could happen to them. What else they see is that 'fiat currency' is coming to an end—
and digital currency based on a failed currency lasts only until that currency collapses.

I get asked by some, with substantial dollar holdings—what to do. Say you have a 
3% loan on a large mortgage that you could pay down but you have a building project 
in the works that now requires a 7% loan. In normal times, you would use your dollars 
to build 'out of pocket'. But the demise of the dollar might be closer than we know—and 
you could be left with a 'called' mortgage and no funds to build. So, 'you got nothin'.

These are not normal times. This is the end game where the only question is how 
long we have. We know one thing: real stuff will be money. Is your wealth in 'real stuff'?  
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